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Re-setting the scene / the 

aspiration…

Points for consideration:

• Has this agenda progressed, plateaued 

or regressed over the last year?

• How can we maintain the momentum 

and focus over the coming 12 months?

• What barriers do we still / now face?



 Mental health: greater recognition; intensifying; gathering momentum

 Not just one approach; need to start early; resilience; physical element

 Bespoke to individuals

 Self-directed but needs to be facilitated; should navigate staff to appropriate 
supports like patients

 ‘The expectation that we can be immersed in suffering and loss daily and not be 
touched by it is as unrealistic as expecting to be able to walk through water and 
not get wet’

 Envious of New South Wales programme ($30m funding over four years) – other 
services could pick one or two things from programme

 Need to ensure CEOs are on board – strategically led

 Economic case: three days’ training or three months off?

 Barriers: need to be mindful of where you advertise; need sufficient capacity to 
deliver; must not over-promise and under-deliver

 Support to families – early warning signs

 New research/best practice – must share on Basecamp

 Evidence so important



Working environment….

Points for consideration:

• Is there more organisations could or should be doing 

to lessen the likelihood of violence against their 

staff?

• Is the UK position re complaints about paramedics 

reflective of that in other countries?

• Are our staff sufficiently situationally aware?  Is there 

more we could do to enhance this awareness, or 

scope to learn more from each other?



 Need for paramedic peer support for anyone going through the process – HCPC; need right touch rather than 
punitive – formative 

 Fear of regulator very different from all other allied health professionals in UK

 Escalation – some individuals may attract violence more than others; one ambulance service also noticed a 
correlation between time worked and violence as well as time worked and complaints

 Women more able to deescalate than men – more female bouncers 

 Historically, used to be focus on restraint/getting out of situations/risk assessing the scene

 Consideration of affected group of patients ie. dementia patients different

 Bystander violence towards paramedics – feeling that paramedic not doing enough

 Regulation – balance of probability; prosecution of those who assault paramedics low; compared with assaults 
in football – wide society issue

 Investigating assaults – need to get to root cause; support and training for those who are more susceptible to 
violence

 Involvement of police – overuse now resulted in underuse; need right balance

 ‘don’t choose to abuse’ – involvement in campaigns

 Complaints position not the same in NZ – insufficient reasoning/abdication of responsibility – trusts

 Australia/NZ – complaints more about paramedic attitude and communications; generally not clinical practice

 Socialise situational training – as important as clinical; utilise simulation techniques for interpersonal part of 
roles; EOC often greater detection of dangerous situations

 Employee knowing their colleague has their back important – good at student stage but rarely revisited

 Hindsight bias – sometimes these things happen without any warning signs – need to reflect on experience in 
such cases



Hearing from our staff…

Points for consideration:

• How has engagement with frontline staff been 

tackled outside the UK and with what success?

• What do the CAA global mental health survey 

findings mean to us, and how do they compare 

with what we know / would expect in other 

countries?

• What’s surprised you most from today’s 

presentations / discussions and what will you do 

(or advocate doing) differently as a result?



 #strongertogether

 Amount of work that has happened in last year considerable

 Must keep sharing information and keep agenda alive

 Helpline for families of staff

 Commonality of themes around the globe

 Number of psychologists employed in countries highly variable

 What works? What do we know works?

 Some of our colleagues work with very modest resources; must curate best 

practice and evidence



Organisational culture: its impact…

Points for consideration:

• What more can we learn from each other in the 

quest for leaders to see employee mental health as 

a top priority for EMS/ambulance organisations?

• In what other ways can technology facilitate 

leaders in their challenge to support and look out 

for staff without compromising patient care?

• Are our leaders sufficiently equipped to lead – and 

what more may they need to do so in the best 

possible way for our staff and patients? 



 ‘no-one told me how EMS would rock my view of humanity’

 ‘leadership like life is largely a matter of paying attention’

 Leaders caught between a system and empathy

 About squaring ‘the right thing’ with operational pressures

 Need to build in sufficient downtime for staff – demand and capacity; economic cost 
– invest to save

 Focus too often on short-term cost rather than long-term gain

 With resources available, must try to ensure managers are equipped; protected time 
for first time managers – 5 days

 Need to learn from others how to build the business case

 Find a way to articulate what good, compassionate leadership looks like

 More proactive we can be in managing wellbeing, the better

 Supervision for leadership element of people’s jobs – as important as clinical 
supervision

 Insight – ownership back into the hands of the paramedic

 It’s okay to be okay too



Lessening the pressure…

Points for consideration:

• How prevalent is workplace harassment?  Is 

there more we could or should be doing to 

prevent it?

• How realistic are negotiated rota patterns for 

all staff - and with what envisaged effect on 

employee mental health?

• In what other ways have organisations 

effectively ‘lessened the pressure’?



 Responsibility to our staff; impact on one can reverberate across organisations

 Good to debate some of the issues directly with staff to seek solutions

 Lots of behaviours that sit in grey/borderline area – goes back to discussion re 

sufficiently equipping managers

 Useful learning from negotiated roster reviews; back to behaviour – basics

 White ribbon accreditation – some services in Australia have it; 

https://www.whiteribbon.org.uk/organisations

https://www.whiteribbon.org.uk/organisations


Next steps…

Points for consideration:

• What’s been the greatest learning point for you 

over the last two days?

• What three actions will you take away for 

consideration / implementation at home?

• Do you feel your focus and attention have been 

on the right areas to improve employee mental 

health or might any change / shift in direction be 

beneficial?



 Lots of parallels internationally

 Support for managers – recurrent theme; they may need help too; time for 

managers

 Need to consider impact of traumatic events on entire ambulance service 

workforce

 Catch people when they come into the service – scope to use NEMSMA video 

for paramedic students?

 Wary of turning mental health issues into KPIs

 Need to look at root causes

 People feeling: inspired; curious; informed; energised; positive 


